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First order representations for convolutional encoders
Abstract
It is well known that convolutional codes are discrete time linear systems defined over a finite field. In
this short correspondence we report about some important first order representations recently considered
in the systems literature. Using this description we derive a new factorization of the well known “sliding
block” parity check matrix often encountered in the coding literature
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Abstract - It is wel l  k n o w n  that convo lu t iona l  codes 
are d i s c r e t e  t i m e  l i n e a r  s y s t e m s  de f ined  over a f in i t e  
field. In t h i s  short correspondence w e  report about 
some i m p o r t a n t  f i rs t  order r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s  r ecen t ly  
cons ide red  in the systems l i t e r a tu re .  U s i n g  t h i s  de- 
sc r ip t ion  we derive a n e w  fac to r i za t ion  of the well  
k n o w n  "sliding block" p a r i t y  check m a t r i x  often en- 
countered i n  the c o d i n g  l i t e r a tu re .  
I. GENERALIZED FIRST ORDER SYSTEMS 
Let IF, = F be the Galois field with q elements and consider 
a TI. x k matrix G ( D )  defined over the polynomial ring IFID]. 
G( D) generates a [n. kj convolutional code through: 
c := (w(D) I w(D) = G ( D ) l ( D )  j (1) 
Note that we follow the convention in systems theory by writ- 
ing all vectors as column vectors. From the point of view 
of systems theory (1)  defines an MA-representation, the k-  
vectors l ( D )  describe the set of latent variables and the set 
of n-vectors w(D) describe the so called behavior, i.e. the 
code words. In the sequel we will assume that G ( D )  is in col- 
umn proper form having column indices p i ,  . . . , pk and overall 
constraint length c := E:=, p i .  Then one has the following 
equivalent first order description. 
Theorem 1 There exist ( c  + n - k )  x c matrices  K ,  L and a 
( c  -1 n - k )  x n matr ix  M (all defined over  E') such  tha t  (1) i s  
equivalently described through 
c := { w ( D )  I 3 Q )  : Kzt+1+ Lzt  = M w t } .  ( 2 )  
where w(D) = x w t D t  E F"[D], and z ( D )  = x x t D t  E 
IF"[D]. In addi t ion the  fol lowing min imal i ty  conditions are 
satisfied: 
M I :  K has  full column rank. 
M2: T h e  ful l  size minors  of [VK+ L MI are coprime. 
Remark 2 If G ( D )  is in addition a minimal encoder, then 
one can show (compare with [l, 31) that  the c x c full size 
minors of the pencil DK + L are coprime. 
11. DUALITY 
Lei, H ( D )  be a ( n  - k )  x n full rank polynomial matrix having 
the property that H ( D ) G ( D )  = 0. H ( D )  describes a parity 
check matrix for the convolutional code C introduced in (1) 
through: 
Theorem 3 There e x i s t c x ( c + k )  matrices  P, Q and a n x ( c +  
k) matr ix  R (all defined over  IF') such that  (3)  i s  equivalently 
decrcribed through 
c = {w(D) I H ( D ) w ( D )  = 0 ) .  (3)  
(~(2)) I 3 z ( D )  : ~t R z t ,  Pzt+l = QZt). (4) 
In addi t ion the  following min imal i ty  condi t ions are satisfied: 
MI ' :  P h a s  ful l  row rank. 
M2': T h e  ful l  size minors  of [v2Q] are coprime.  
The minimality conditions (MI') and (M2') gnarantee that  
that  after a possible permutation of the external variables the 
matrices P, Q ,  h! in (4) have an equivalent description of the 
form: 
which in turn is equivalent to  the representatmion: 
a well known description 621 
U T  (w;, w:, .. . , ws) t t  = 0, 
i.e. U T  represents a factorizat ion of the  sliding block matr i z  
of order s. 
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